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HIGH SCHOOL INSTITUTE STRING ORCHESTRA

Vilem Sokol, conductor

SET OF ACT TUNES AND DANCES ................................ Purcell-Bliss
  Overture
  Air
  Saraband
  Minuet
  Hornpipe

ANDANTE CANTABILE ............................................ Tschaikovsky

MOCK MORRIS ....................................................... Percy Grainger

CONCERTO GROSSO ................................................. Vaughan Williams
  Intrada
  Burlesca Ostinato
  Saraband
  March and Reprise

HIGH SCHOOL INSTITUTE SINFONIETTA

Dr. Stanley Chapple, conductor

JOHN HENRY (based on the folk-tune) ................................ Copland

SYMPHONY NO. 103 ................................................... Haydn
  Adagio-Allegro con spirito
  Andante
  Menuetto
  Allegro con spirito
HIGH SCHOOL INSTITUTE CONCERT BAND
Frank Anarde, conductor

MARCH OF THE SPANISH SOLDIERY
De Smetsky

FIRST SUITE IN E FLAT
Chaconne
Intermezzo
March
Holst

SANCTUARY OF THE HEART
Ketelbey

PARADE OF THE WOODEN SOLDIERS
Arr. Morrissey

CLARINET CAKE
Herman

ON THE ESPLANADE
Brown

MARDI GRAS
Grofe

HIGH SCHOOL INSTITUTE ORCHESTRA
George Kirchner, conductor

OVERTURE (from La Sultane Suite)
Couperin-Milhaud

SYMPHONY NO. 2, OPUS 73
First Movement
Brahms

OVERTURE, DIE FLEDERMAUS, OPUS 362
Strauss

LES PRELUDES
Liszt
HIGH SCHOOL MUSIC INSTITUTE STUDENTS

Abbey, Tamara—Seattle
Alichaw, Susanna—Seattle
Anderson, Annya—Seattle
Arnold, Michael—Seattle
Arnston, Linnea—Seattle
Baldridge, David—Tacoma
Barish, Jackie—Everett
Bartholomew, E. Beth—Seattle
Bartholomew, Pamela—Kirkland
Bassett, Dick—Issaquah
Bergen, Arthur—Seattle
Billesbach, Shari—Everett
Bishop, Paul—Seattle
Bolton, Karen—Seattle
Bondeld, Barbara—Seattle
Borsi, Steve—Seattle
Bradfield, Margaret—Puyallup
Branch, Quentin—Bremerton
Brown, Lynne—Renton
Cahill, Karen—Seattle
Carlson, Wanda—Kirkland
Clark, Sherry—Seattle
Clemens, Helen—Seattle
Cordova, Vicky—Seattle
Cruver, Camilla—Seattle
Dobson, Linda—Seattle
Erchinger, Sherry—Mercer Island
Erdmann, Thomas—Bremerton
Ericson, Ron—Seattle
Feldman, Kim—Seattle
Fiorino, Elizabeth—Everett
Goff, Scott—Tacoma
Gordon, Dan—Seattle
Grantham, George—Mercer Island
Grantham, William—Seattle
Greek, John—Tacoma
Green, Becky—Seattle
Gregory, Charlotte—Snoqualmie Falls
Gregory, Milton—Seattle
Harms, Jeanette—Seattle
Harnish, Margaret—Kirkland
Harrab, Sheila—Redmond
Haug, Betty—Seattle
Haug, Peggy—Seattle
Hjorth, Donna—Kirkland
Hoffman, Michael—Seattle
Holmen, Kenneth—Olympia
Huskey, Jane—Seattle
Jensen, William—Seattle
Johnson, Bill—Olympia
Johnson, Lynn—Seattle
Johnson, Sallie—Seattle
Johnston, Janet—Redmond
Kach, Nacelle—Seattle
Kitt, Loren—Bremerton
Kobne, Wilmar—Everett
Leary, Kathleen—Seattle
Lalitte, Dennis—Seattle
Land, Christina—Seattle
Lindebak, Kenneth—Seattle
Lollar, Samuel—Seattle
Lyman, Katherine—Bremerton
MacColl, Gail—Seattle
Mathewson, Ross—Renton
Marshall, James—Seattle
Marshall, John—Seattle
McDaniel, Larry—Bremerton
McKinley, Diane—Kirkland
McKinley, Sharon—Oliver, B.C.
McQuarrie, Susan—Seattle
Michael, Carol—Seattle
Mickel, Susan—Creswell, Oregon
Miller, Virginia—Seattle
Mooreshead, Bruce—Bellevue
Motherbaugh, Jean—Seattle
Murdock, Henry—Tacoma
Naiden, Mary—Seattle
Nastri, Alice—Everett
Oyey, Misa—Seattle
Pahlman, Judi Ann—Seattle
Palmer, Florence—Seattle
Palmer, Rae—Seattle
Penhaurid, Alice—Bellingham
Peters, Patricia—Seattle
Plowman, Jerry—Seattle
Plowman, Michael—Seattle
Plute, Ted—Snoqualmie
Pond, Vickie—Seattle
Puckey, Pamela—Seaburst
Pyle, Helen—Wenatchee
Rathbun, Sheila—Redmond
Remmerde, Velde—Seattle
Richardson, James—Bremerton
Rider, Lawrence—Seattle
Ritchie, Elizabeth—Tacoma
Ritter, Kristie—Seattle
Roblee, Dick—Seattle
Rockhill, King—Renton
Rudkowski, Geoffrey—Palo Alto, California
Schenken, Robert—Seattle
Seeliger, Clarence—Seattle
Seeliger, Michael—Seattle
Shaffer, Christi—Seattle
Shanley, Richard—Bremerton
Sharn, Pamela—Seattle
Shearer, Carole—Seattle
Smith, Nancie—Renton
Sperry, Barbara—Mercer Island
Storie, Dennis—Seattle
Stoy, Nada—Seattle
Temple, Judy—Seattle
Tibbetts, Louise—Seattle
Tuttle, Marcia—Kirkland
Tuttle, Wendy—Renton
Uran, Ann—Snohomish
Van Ausdall, F. Alan—Renton
Van Slyke, Sharon—Poulsbo
Vnikow, Jerry—Seattle
Vogtlin, Mary—Seattle
Walden, David—Ontario, California
Wallace, Kay—Seattle
Warli, Elizabeth—Puyallup
Way, Annette—Redmond
Weaver, Don—Seattle
Weed, William—Seattle
Weller, Jean—Seattle
Welch, Ronald—Seattle
Zoet, Mimi—Bellingham